
Since it is New Year’s Eve, I have decided to jot down a few predictions for 2015. Please keep in 
mind, predictions are as good as the money you pay for them. So, since this is technically a free 
newsletter, take them with good humor and more than a pinch of salt.  

 The Taliban will make considerable territorial gains in Afghanistan, and the so-called cen-
tral government will effectively control only limited areas around a few population centers, 
if that. The reason is pretty simple: the US can stock Afghanistan’s armories with the latest 
equipment all it wants, but the Afghans don’t have the wealth, logistics, supply chain, will, 
or technical expertise to maintain it. After the first wave of US trained soldiers and me-
chanics are killed or melt away in some form or fashion, the government in Kabul won’t 
have an advantage, as it won’t be able to replace those troops nor the material they aban-
doned or couldn’t fix. Look for the US to have to send more troops and supplies back over 
there, and look for the Pentagon to be very quiet about it.  

 The Administration will back the Republicans into a corner with a new push for increasing 
the minimum wage. Given the overall financial/business illiteracy of the country, the GOP 
will have an extremely difficult time getting its message across why the President’s desired 
$10.10/hour is a bad idea from an economic standpoint. If the GOP is smart, it should tack-
le this issue well before the White House does, because the question isn’t if the Administra-
tion goes on the offensive with this, the question is when. The Republicans should adopt an 
equation, as opposed to an arbitrary number. For example: the Federal minimum wage will 
be the greater of $7.25 or 50% of the median hourly wage of all employees in a particular 
state. I have run the numbers, and this should work well politically for both sides of the 
Congress, without fundamentally altering the current economic landscape. 

 The US enters 2015 in its healthiest economic shape in probably a decade. Under ordinary 
circumstances,  the Federal Reserve would be inclined to tighten monetary policy relatively 
quickly. However, due to contained domestic inflation and a so-so global economy, in ag-
gregate, the Fed will have the luxury to move slowly if it so desires, and it will. While the 
Fed will likely raise the overnight lending target at some point(s) in the calendar year, the 
move(s) will be so telegraphed and so gradual the markets will not, or shouldn’t, freak out.  

 Vladimir Putin will finally acquiesce, to some degree. Russia will come to a compromise 
with the West: 1) it will NOT give up the Crimea, but; 2) it will quit financing and arming 
separatists in the eastern half of the Ukraine. His parting words on the matter will be the 
Russian equivalent of: “if you want the Ukrainians so much, you can have them.” The West 
will then wonder whether it has actually won or lost the standoff. The Russians won’t won-
der, as the local media will portray it as a victory since it will still have the Crimea….which 
is what Putin really wanted in any event.  

 US State officials will go to Cuba in January for high level talks on normalizing diplomatic 
relations. Amid much fanfare, Roberta Jacobson will go to the existing US Special Interests 
Section building, meet with current chief of staff Jeffrey DeLaurentis, and there will be 
little remaining to be done other than hoisting an American flag over the building. You see, 
unbeknownst to most Americans, the US has been exporting to Cuba for years, and is one 
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of that country’s major partners for imports. Further, the US Special Interests Section building, a gleaming 7-
story building in Havana, has been serving as a de facto embassy since the Carter Administration. In the end, 
the American populace will find out normalizing relations with the Cubans has been much ado about nothing, 
because the US has basically had relations with Cuba for years.  

 Despite a decent economy, and a host of other tailwinds, US stocks will probably deliver ho-hum returns in 
2015. With that said, look for a roller coaster ride just to get  mediocre (in absolute terms) results. You see, 
stock market panics are generally predicated by financial system panics, and that doesn’t appear likely as I 
type. Even so, expecting corporate America to continue to deliver the way it has for the last five years, at 
some point, is getting to be a little unfair.  

 A lot of people bemoan corporate profits, but they dislike the alternative even more.   

 Should the US see an overall decrease in liquidity, at some point in 2015, the Federal Reserve will 
simply resume Quantitative Easing and ‘back-stopping’ commercial paper programs. This worked 
reasonably enough in restoring liquidity to the system when there were truly a lot of real problems, 
and should work splendidly when there aren’t. However, this doesn’t seem likely.  

 Japan finally comes to grips with its economic reality: its population is ageing and dwindling rapidly. This 
means its native consumer base will not be able to fuel a sustained, strong economic recovery, no matter how 
hard the Bank of Japan might try. Frankly, the only way the Japanese economy will expand significantly mov-
ing forward is IF that country adopts far more liberalized immigration policies AND its society becomes more 
welcome of foreigners or gaijin. If the Japanese don’t want to do this, well, they have made their own bed, 
and holders of long-term Japanese debt would be wise to find good selling opportunities.  

 A severe economic crisis in Venezuela will topple Nicolas Maduro’s government. This has the potential to be 
a bloody mess, as Maduro, like Chavez before him, has greased the military for support, and it will be slow to 
turn on him. However, what initially starts out like last year’s street protests will turn into full-fledged riots 
and then an outright revolt, as tight capital controls and other ham-handed government policies squeeze the 
middle-class to its breaking point.  

 The current Administration will finally wake up and realize Benjamin Netanyahu isn’t the primary problem in 
the Middle East. Hey, a boy can dream can’t he.   

 Police departments will silently, but surely, curtail their efforts in violent or otherwise disenfranchised neigh-
borhoods. Some will argue this has always been the case; however, the recent media maelstrom against local 
law enforcement officers, whether deserved or not, coupled with the increased threat of civil and criminal 
suits against them, will keep many officers in their patrol cars, as opposed to out on the streets. This will be 
particularly true of force veterans nearing the minimum retirement age to receive benefits. The end result will 
be less police brutality due to less active policing. What’s more, the quality of the talent pool looking to go 
into law enforcement in general, and in these areas, in particular, will diminish. Of course, no one with any 
true authority to admit such things would ever dare to actually do so. This isn’t necessarily a prediction for 
2015, as opposed to a long-term trend.  

 After yet another year of declining sales, Sears Holding Corp. will actively try to find a buyer or undergo a 
major restructuring strategy which will ultimately break the existing company apart. However, its greatest 
asset is the real estate it owns, which begs the question: who wants to buy a whole bunch of old Sears stores? 
Regardless, there will be much wringing of hands at the passing of “yet another great American brand/
company.” Still, when pressed, those wringing their hands the most won’t be able to remember the last time 
they shopped at a Sears.  As an aside, I do not own Sears personally, and Oakworth does not hold it in any 
client accounts.  

 According to forecasters, there will be a weak/moderate El Nino effect in 2015. This should alleviate drought 
conditions in parts of Texas, which will be good for cattle ranchers. Grain producers will also likely have fa-
vorable growing conditions, plenty of rain and few crippling heat waves, which should help keep a lid on food 
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inflation next year.  Further, the 2015 Atlantic hurricane season should be mild, if history serves as an indicator. 
On the flipside, the South will likely have another wet, unpleasant winter with at least one ‘wintry event’ here in 
central Alabama. Hey, this is just the weather talking here.  

 With the way the Seahawks’ defense has been playing, Seattle should win the Super Bowl. In truth, whoever 
wins the NFC should win the Super Bowl, unless the Panthers somehow manage to do so, and then it is still a 
toss-up.  

 Without a cut in output from OPEC, or a major unforeseen global conflagration, crude oil prices should remain 
well below their all-time highs. This hinges completely, and I can’t stress the word completely, enough on Sau-
di Arabia. OPEC is an organization of equals, where one member is clearly more equal than the others...to the 
point of it being an almost meaningless organization. Unless the Saudis agree to such a thing, OPEC will cease 
to matter, and shaky governments in Caracas, Tripoli, Baghdad, and Algiers could fall as a result of the Saudi’s 
desire to throttle North American fracking.  The lowest hanging fruit here, as I mentioned previously, is Vene-
zuela. With that said, IF oil prices stay low enough, long enough, as much as we might not want to do so, the 
US is going to have to get reengaged in Iraq, because the central government there won’t have the revenue to do 
anything other than marginally police Baghdad, if that.  

 BBVA Compass will formally announce it is moving its US headquarters to Houston, which will surprise abso-
lutely no one in the Birmingham metro area, or shouldn’t. Birmingham will remain a regional HQ, and major 
staff reductions will largely occur through attrition, as mid-level employers aren’t replaced as they leave the 
organization. The reason? Well, if you are a Spanish-speaking BBVA banking executive, and your largest mar-
ket in the Americas is Mexico (BBVA Bancomer), and your largest US market is Texas, would you rather be in 
Houston or Birmingham?  

 Facebook will come to an agreement with the CIA, and sell all the information we willingly gave it for free, 
along with the algorithms to effectively manipulate it, to the Feds. The CIA will immediately misplace the data, 
and it will ultimately end up in the hands of some unsavory sorts, strangely enough, in Kiev. Scared of the ire of 
the US, Ukrainian officials will turn to, guess who, for ‘protection.’ Well….maybe not.  
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